
 LITTLE FOOT YURTS WHEEL & CANVAS KITS 

At Little Foot Yurts we run yurt building workshops to share our knowledge and passion 
about natural building. We want to make yurt building accessible, so we provide the more
difficult components like the wheel and canvas coverings.

The Wheel Kit:
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Little Foot Yurt Wheel Kit includes: Finished wheel complete with square mortises, 
and locally made dacron rope for tying wall and roof poles. This kit does not include the 
canvas coverings. Custom sizes available

12 ft wheel: $845
17 ft wheel: $910
20 ft wheel: $1040

You will need a drawknife or billhook, jet lighter, drill & drill bit to fashion your wall 
and roof poles.
 
Deposit, Contract & Guarantee
A 50% deposit is required for all purchases of Little Foot Yurt products. The remaining 
balance is required at the time of delivery or pick up. You can either pick up your kit, or 
shipping arrangements can be made. A contract will be made to confirm size, parts, 
guarantee for two years, and the deposit needed. 

The Canvas Kit:

Little Foot Yurt Canvas Kit includes: wall sections with rot proof skirt, roof cover with 
grommets and perimeter rope, tension band, canvas door, roof hat with plastic window (your 
choice of colour for the roof hat), tie downs and steel pegs. 
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12ft yurt covering $3,060
Tarp & coconut husk flooring $710
Extra roof cover $1,310
Small roll up plastic window with bug screen (22" * 28") $240
Chimney fitting in wall $330
Chimney fitting in hat for central stove $455
Felt wall liner $1,155

17ft yurt covering $4,245
Tarp & coconut husk flooring $1,280
Extra roof cover $1,665

Large roll up plastic window with bug screen (32" * 38") $420
Chimney fitting in wall $330
Chimney fitting in hat for central stove $455

Felt wall liner $1,675

Our Canvas
We use an Egyptian cotton canvas called Sungorger FR (10oz). It is tested to Canadian fire codes 
CPAI 84 and S109 ULC. It is a treated canvas, which is rot, mildew, water, fire, and UV resistant.
The benefits of a breathable natural membrane such as canvas instead of vinyl plastic are as 
follows: significantly less condensation, no off gassing, more aesthetically pleasing, lighter, and 
easier to repair. Rather than use a very heavy weight canvass, which is impractical to move 
around and harder to pitch we offer a double skin on the roof section providing a weather strong 
four-season shelter. A double skin also ensures that one of the canvases stays clean and stain free.

Deposit, Contract & Guarantee
At Little Foot Yurts we take special care in tailoring our yurt canvases to perfectly fit its frame. 
For best results, we will need to erect your yurt at our home for approximately 2 weeks.  A 50% 
deposit is required for all purchases of yurts coverings before we start working. A contract would 
also be made to confirm size, parts, guarantee for two years, and the deposit needed. We 
guarantee our yurt coverings for two years on all parts and workmanship. A canvas care guide 
will also be provided. 
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20ft yurt covering $5,050
Tarp & coconut husk flooring $1,800
Extra roof cover $2,140

Large roll up plastic window with bug screen (32" * 38") $420
Chimney fitting in wall $330
Chimney fitting in hat for central stove $455
Felt wall liner $2,080
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